
DIVONNE [L-H] - 26 August 
Race 1 - PRIX ETS GINOT GEX -  2675m WALK-UP E201 HCP Monte. Purse EUR €26,000. 

1. ELEVEN NIGHTS - Held 11L eighth at Vichy earlier this month. More needed.  

2. DIABLO DES FORETS - Runner-up when beaten 1.25L at this track six days ago. Bold show expected.  

3. COCO VINARIE - Sixth at Aix-les-Bains sixteen days ago. Others hold more obvious claims.  

4. DIVINE LUDOISE - DQ two most recent starts including here just under two weeks ago. Others preferred.  

5. FLAMBEUR DU DIGEON - DQ at this circuit four days ago. Looks up against it in this contest.  

6. EXTRA BALL - Refused at La Clayette five days ago. Claims on best form.  

7. DEESSE DE FOOT - DQ on two of her last three starts including here four days ago. Hard to recommend.  

8. FIDELIO DU LOISIR - Given a break since finishing 18L seventh at Vichy in May. Likely to improve for the 

race.  

9. COUNTRY DES OBEAUX - Good 5.25L fifth at this venue four days ago. Notable contender.  

10. DELHILA CHANTEINS - Held 15L sixth in a mounted race at Marseille-Borely in May. Minor role likely.  

11. FOREVER SPEED - Good form in mounted races prior to a DQ in the G2 Prix de Londres at Enghien 

twelve days ago. Capable of better.  

12. EXCELLENT DAY - Returning from a break when tenth at this track twelve days ago. Step forward likely 

second up.  

13. DITHA DJEN - Tenth here four days ago. Others hold more obvious claims.  

Summary: DIABLO DES FORETS (2) can take this following a 1.25L second here. COUNTRY DES OBEAUX 
(9) is shortlisted on the back of a 4.5L fifth at this circuit. Making just his seventh driven race start FOREVER 
SPEED (11) looks to hold claims following a DQ in the mounted G2 Prix de Londres at Enghien. EXTRA BALL 
(6) is considered having won by 2L at Julianges when last completing three starts back. 

Selections 

DIABLO DES FORETS (2) - COUNTRY DES OBEAUX (9) - FOREVER SPEED (11) - EXTRA BALL (6)  



Race 2 - PRIX DE COPPET -  2050m MOBILE F7 Harness. Purse EUR €15,000. 

1. ILIONDOR - DQ on four of his last six starts including at Aix-les-Bains last month. Best watched.  

2. I LOVE CHELSEA - Victorious by 0.75L at this track four days ago. One to note.  

3. IGAME MERITE - Debut winner here finished 11L fourth at this circuit four days ago. Open to improvement.  

4. INGALLS - Good 4.5L second at Aix-les-Bains 18 days ago. Improvement needed.  

5. IDEM DU CHENE - Debut winner finished 13L sixth at Sable-sur-Sarthe in early July. Needs to put that 

effort behind him.  

6. IDEFIX DU VERNE - Fair 5L fifth at Bollene in June. Looks up against it on his return from a short break.  

7. INDY CASH - Held 21L ninth at Lyon-Parilly in June. Claims on his second at Cluny prior.  

8. IBRA DE LOU - Failed to shine when tenth at La Capelle on his return from a break. Improvement likely.  

9. IDOLE DE BLESSIN - Racing in pads for the first time following an 8L fifth at Cagnes-sur-Mer ten days 

ago.  

10. IMPERIAL EMIR - Below par 13L 11th at Aix-les-Bains just under four weeks ago. Needs to be at his best 

to figure.  

11. INTENTIONALLY - Good 0.75L here four days ago. Notable runner.  

12. INDIANA DANSE - Impressive 4.5L winner at Aix-les-Bains when debuting earlier this month. Leading 

contender.  

13. IDEAL DU ROCHER - Debuted with a 1L victory at a minor venue earlier this month. Strong claims.  

14. INVERSION JULRY - DQ on three of her four previous starts. More required.  

15. INESKA - Racing first up when 7L fourth at Feurs just over a month ago. Capable of better second up.  

16. IBIS DU LYS - Career best effort when winning by 1.5L at Saint-Omer at the start of this month. Of note 

in this race.  

Summary: INDIANA DANSE (12) can maintain her unbeaten record despite winning on the grass by 4.5L at 
Aix-les-Bains on debut. INTENTIONALLY (11) holds claims of going one better than when 0.75L second at 
this circuit. Looks a solid chance. IDEAL DU ROCHER (13) enters calculations having won by 1L at a minor 
venue on his first start. Harder but can progress. IBIS DU LYS (16) is considered following a 1.5L victory at 
Saint-Omer. Could follow-up. 

Selections 

INDIANA DANSE (12) - INTENTIONALLY (11) - IDEAL DU ROCHER (13) - IBIS DU LYS (16)  



Race 3 - PRIX PAYS DE GEX AGGLO -  2650m MOBILE E31 Harness. Purse EUR €17,000. 

1. HARRY DE SASSY - Good 2L second at Les Andelys in June. Bold show expected.  

2. HIP HOP SENOVILLE - Racing first up when 4.25L third at Feurs just over a month ago. Strong claims.  

3. HAWAI JULRY - Fourth when beaten 3L at Saint-Galmier five weeks ago. Step forward required.  

4. HOPEFULLY JET - Fifth in a mounted race at La Clayette. Minor role likely.  

5. HIDALGO DES LUCAS - Good 0.5L third to a subsequent winner at Vincennes at the end of June. Top 

chance.  

6. HEFIRA DESBOIS - Registered a 2L success at Divonne six days ago. One to note.  

7. HOSTO DES DURIEZ - Held 25L fourth in a mounted race here last week. Switch to a driven race is no 

issue.  

8. HASIR - DQ on each of his last four starts. Best watched.  

9. HARLEY DU CHERISAY - Placed third when beaten 4L here six days ago. Step forward needed.  

10. HOOK DE BEAULIEU - Winner by 0.75L at this venue last week. Leading contender.  

11. HELLO BOY DU PIC - Successful by 2.5L here last week. New shoeing combination tried in what looks a 

tougher affair.  

12. HELIUM VELCO - Held 9.5L eighth at Aix-les-Bains sixteen days ago. Others preferred.  

Summary: HOOK DE BEAULIEU (10) can complete a double having taken out a stronger looking race by 
0.75L here. HIDALGO DES LUCAS (5) should play a part in the finish following a 0.5L third at Vincennes. 
HARRY DE SASSY (1) has found a suitable opportunity following a 2L second at Les Andelys. HIP HOP 
SENOVILLE (2) is considered having caught the eye when 4.25L third at Feurs first up. 

Selections 

HOOK DE BEAULIEU (10) - HIDALGO DES LUCAS (5) - HARRY DE SASSY (1) - HIP HOP SENOVILLE 
(2)  



Race 4 - PRIX DU CONSEIL DEPARTEMENTAL DE L'AIN -  2650m MOBILE E65 Harness. Purse EUR 
€19,000. 

1. FLAMBOYANT JIEL - Sixth at Montignac a week ago. Claims on his victory at Aix-les-Bains prior.  

2. GAZOUILLIS DU MAS - Nose second at Cagnes-sur-Mer seventeen days ago. Bold show expected.  

3. GALANT DE CELLAND - Fifth when beaten 1.5L at Craon five days ago. One to note.  

4. FRUIT D'IBIZA - DQ on two of his last three starts including here four days ago. More required.  

5. GYPSIE ROYALE - Completed a hat-trick when winning by 2.5L at La Capelle four weeks ago. Leading 

contender.  

6. FABIOLA DE SALSA - DQ two most recent starts including here four days ago. Others make more appeal.  

7. GABIN D'ERONVILLE - Fair 2.75L sixth at Enghien earlier this month. Of note in this race.  

8. FRIVOLE PAN - Fifth when beaten 3L at Enghien at the end of June. Looking for a first victory at the 62nd 

time of asking.  

9. GOSPEL DE BAILLY - 38 race maiden has been DQ on each of his last five starts. Others preferred.  

10. FLAG - Returning from a break when 1.75L third at this track four days ago. Strong claims.  

11. FANNY LOULOU - Held 10L fifth at this track twelve days ago. Minor role likely.  

12. FUGEES - DQ at Aix-les-Bains at the start of this month. Others make more appeal.  

13. GOLDEN FLOWER - Below par 14th at Aix-les-Bains sixteen days ago. Best watched.  

Summary: GYPSIE ROYALE (5) is in great form and can complete a four-timer following a 2.5L success at 
La Capelle. This looks a suitable opportunity. GAZOUILLIS DU MAS (2) is shortlisted following a nose second 
at Cagnes-sur-Mer. Would not have to do much more to land the prize. FLAG (10) can play a part in the finish 
on the back o fa 1.75L third at this course. Each way. GABIN D'ERONVILLE (7) is another to consider having 
finished 2.75L sixth at Enghien. Easier in this company. 

Selections 

GYPSIE ROYALE (5) - GAZOUILLIS DU MAS (2) - FLAG (10) - GABIN D'ERONVILLE (7)  



Race 5 - PRIX DE HAUTEVILLE -  2675m WALK-UP G105 HCP AM Harness. Purse EUR €6,000. 

1. ECLAT D'ORVAL - Third when beaten 6.5L at this track four days ago. Step forward needed.  

2. EXO D'EPUISAY - Good 2.5L fifth here four days ago. Bold show expected.  

3. EMBOMEUSE D'ETOILE - In good form prior to a DQ at La Clayette five days ago. Top chance.  

4. DELTA GEDE - Runner-up when beaten 6L at this track four days ago. Leading contender.  

5. ENERGY OAKS - Placed second when beaten 1.75L in a claimer here last week. Of note in this race.  

6. DRIBBLEUR - New shoeing combination tried following a 2.5L sixth at Saint-Brieuc.  

7. FORTUNA D'HUON - Good 0.25L third at this track four days ago. One to note.  

8. FIRST DREAM - Runner-up when beaten 2L at Carentan earlier this month. Hard to beat with a top amateur 

booked.  

9. DORIS JENILOU - Below par tenth at this track six days ago. Best watched.  

Summary: FIRST DREAM (8) can take this following a 2L second at Carentan. Looks ready to win. 
EMBOMEUSE D'ETOILE (3) could play a part in the finish having been in good form prior to a DQ at La 
Clayette. Can bounce back. DELTA GEDE (4) holds claims following a 6L second here. Well held but this 
looks easier.  EXO D'EPUISAY (2) is shortlisted following a 2.5L fifth at this venue. Each way player. 

Selections 

FIRST DREAM (8) - EMBOMEUSE D'ETOILE (3) - DELTA GEDE (4) - EXO D'EPUISAY (2)  



Race 6 - PRIX GILBERT JOUBERT -  2075m WALK-UP B HCP Harness. Purse EUR €26,000. 

1. HACKER D'ERI - Fair 4.5L fifth here six days ago. New shoeing combination tried for this contest.  

2. HERON DE JULLOU - Fourth when beaten 1.75L at Vichy at the end of June. One to note.  

3. HUNTER DE LA COTE - Runner-up when beaten 0.75L at this circuit last week. Bold show expected.  

4. HENRIQUE - Put a DQ behind him when 4L fourth at Enghien eleven days ago. Of note in this race.  

5. HOLD DREAM TURBO - Good 1.25L second at Aix-les-Bains just under four weeks ago. Top chance.  

6. HEROINE DES LOUPS - DQ two most recent starts including here last week. Racing in pads for the first 

time.  

7. HEROE WINNER - DQ at Laval at the start of July. Others make more appeal.  

8. HOOKER MANNETOT - DQ on three of his four starts last spell including at Pont-de-Vivaux in December. 

Best watched.  

9. HUPERLA MAG - Sixth when beaten 2.5L at Enghien last month. Poor wins/runs record.  

10. HOLLYWOOD TORINO - Put a couple of DQ behind him when 4L fifth at Enghien eight days ago. Others 

make more appeal.  

11. HALOWIE RENARDIER - Sixth when beaten 7L at Grenade eleven days ago. Making his first start at this 

venue.  

Summary: HOLD DREAM TURBO (5) can go one better than when 1.25L second at Aix-les-Bains. Looks 
ready to win. HUNTER DE LA COTE (3) can play a part in the finish following a 0.75L second at this course. 
Dangerous if replicating. HENRIQUE (4) is shortlisted on the back of a 4L fourth at Enghien and this is easier. 
HERON DE JULLOU (2) was beaten 1.75L when fourth at Vichy. Considered in this suitable race. 

Selections 

HOLD DREAM TURBO (5) - HUNTER DE LA COTE (3) - HENRIQUE (4) - HERON DE JULLOU (2)  



Race 7 - PRIX MATHIEU HAUW ET LIONEL ROY -  2675m WALK-UP F90 HCP Harness. Purse EUR 
€17,000. 

1. FULL METAL JACKET - Down the field 11th at this track four days ago. More needed.  

2. FIDJI FROM - DQ at this venue four days ago. Best watched.  

3. FARATINA - DQ at Feurs just over a month ago. Claims on earlier form.  

4. FRISSON DU QUESNE - Below par 14L eighth here four days ago. Minor role likely.  

5. FIRE OF CARLESS - New shoeing combination tried following an 8.25L sixth at this circuit four days ago.  

6. FALONNE D'ARZAL - Fourth when beaten 13L at Feurs last month. Improvement required.  

7. FLAXMAN - Good 0.25L second at Mauquenchy earlier this month. Bold show expected.  

8. FLOWER ETOILEE - Fair 4.5L sixth at La Capelle last month. Claims if building on that effort.  

9. FOREVER MARANCOURT - Held 8.5L sixth at this track just under a week ago. Others hold more obvious 

claims.  

10. FUTUR ESPOIR - Seventh when beaten 7.25L at this circuit four days ago. Likely to find a few too good.  

11. FRIC FRAC DU MILL - DQ at this track four days ago. Had won by 3L here prior.  

12. FOKKER DE BAILLY - Below par 11th at this circuit four days ago. Others preferred.  

13. FLEUR DU TRUFIER - Failed to shine when 12th here four days ago. Looks up against it in this contest.  

14. FIRST DE TESS - Fourth at Francheville twelve days ago. Strong claims having finished 3.25L third at 

Enghien prior.  

Summary: FIRST DE TESS (14) can take this having finished fourth at Francheville. FLAXMAN (7) gets a 
winning opportunity following a 0.25L second at Mauquenchy. FARATINA (3) is considered having been 
beaten 1.75L second at Lignieres on her penultimate start. FRIC FRAC DU MILL (11) enters calculations 
having won by 3L here prior to a subsequent DQ. 

Selections 

FIRST DE TESS (14) - FLAXMAN (7) - FARATINA (3) - FRIC FRAC DU MILL (11)  



Race 8 - PRIX CREDIT MUTUEL GESSIEN-ETS GINOT GEX -  2050m MOBILE F120 Harness. Purse EUR 
€23,000. 

1. CETAQUATI - Good 0.25L second over track and trip twelve days ago. One to note.  

2. FOLIE DE HOUELLE - Runner-up when beaten 0.5L at Vincennes five days ago. Bold show expected.  

3. DEAR PRINCESS - Held 16L seventh at Cagnes-sur-Mer at the start of this month. Capable of better.  

4. D'AMOUR DE MAGNY - DQ two most recent starts including at this track nine days ago. Step forward 

needed.  

5. DEFI LUDOIS - Held 18L ninth at Cagnes-sur-Mer 24 days ago. Others make more appeal.  

6. COOL DES PLAINES - Third at Chinon earlier this month. Notable contender.  

7. FALCO DE VANDEL - Successful by 0.75L at Hyeres last month. This looks a tougher affair.  

8. FAKIR DE GESVRES - Sixth when beaten 1.75L at Vincennes five days ago. Claims in this race.  

9. EPICE LIGERIENNE - Took a step forward when 3.25L fourth here second up. Further improvement 

needed.  

10. ELITE LA NUIT - Held 10L seventh at this venue four days ago. Dropping in grade.  

11. DIDJI DU MESSI - Placed third when beaten 1.75L here twelve days ago. Leading contender.  

12. DOMINO DE LA BRISE - Third at La Clayettes eleven days ago. More required on this occasion.  

13. DYNAMIC LA BORIE - Victorious by 0.25L at this track earlier this month. Top chance.  

Summary: DYNAMIC LA BORIE (13) can complete a course double following a 0.25L victory. This is a 
suitable race. DIDJI DU MESSI (11) finds a winning opportunity having finished 1.75L third here. FOLIE DE 
HOUELLE (2) is considered on the back of a 0.5L second at Vincennes. Will appreciate the drop in grade. 
FAKIR DE GESVRES (8) is another to note having been beaten 1.75L sixth at Vincennes. Should run well on 
that performance. 

Selections 

DYNAMIC LA BORIE (13) - DIDJI DU MESSI (11) - FOLIE DE HOUELLE (2) - FAKIR DE GESVRES (8) 

 


